A multi-objective trajectory optimisation has been developed to minimise multiple environmental impacts (noise and exhaust emissions) from commercial airplanes. Three different non-gradient algorithms are used. First, a parameterization method is established for airplane departure trajectories, with path constraints considered where necessary. Second, a method to parameterize movement in the lateral plane based on a Bézier curve has been proposed to decrease the number of free parameters. The environmental impacts on target areas have been simulated by a comprehensive flight mechanics program. Finally, two posterior selection strategies based on preference function and monetisation approaches are used to evaluate the resulting Pareto solution set. A case study for a departure of an Airbus A320-211 with population distribution of residential communities around Manchester Airport (ICAO code: EGCC) is carried out with three different optimisers. We demonstrate that this simulation framework is able to solve trajectory optimisation problems with multiple simultaneous environmental objectives.
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Introduction
Meeting community expectation in terms of sustainable development of commercial aviation remains a challenge, in spite of more stringent policies and regulations to control noise emission and exposure. The fact that the population within the 57 dBA contour for the four largest airports in the UK has fallen by about 30% during the 14 years ending in 2011 [1, 2] appears not to diminish the perception that aircraft noise is worsening [3] . The problem is not only how to guarantee a quieter, cleaner and more efficient flight, but how to compensate the additional environmental cost to support the development of the entire aviation industry, whilst meeting public concerns.
Although the potential for eliminating the environmental pressure by novel engines and aircraft configuration design seems promising, solutions that can be applied to the existing fleet and technology should not be underestimated.
New air traffic management concepts have emerged in the United States under the name of NextGen [4] , in Europe under the name of SESAR [5] and in Japan under the name of CARATS (Collaborative Actions for Renovation Air Traffic Systems) [6] , with the aim of satisfying increasingly diverse requirements for airlines and passengers and to relieve the environment pressure of aviation.
Previous studies have shown that aircraft noise and exhaust emissions can be significantly reduced by trajectory optimisation [7, 8] . A trajectory optimisation tool named NOISHHH developed by Visser et al. [9, 10] integrated a noise model, a geographic information system and a dynamics trajectory optimisation algorithm with the collocation method; this method converts the continuous optimal control problem into a finite-dimensional nonlinear programming problem [11] . Similar algorithms have been implemented in the optimisation methodology developed by
Hartjes et al. [12] to solve multi-event aircraft trajectories problems. A multi-criteria optimisation strategy with the lexicographic-egalitarian technique is implemented by Prats et al. [13, 14] to minimise the noise annoyance in Noise Sensitive Areas (NSA). Further studies showing a comparison between gradient-based methods was published by
Khardi et al. [15] , resulting in a preference towards the direct method.
Despite the effectiveness of the gradient-or derivative-based methods mentioned, difficulties arise when attempt is made to solve optimisation problems for discontinuous models. With the increasing complexity of current optimi-sation problems, there is no guarantee that optimisation problems can always be constructed with continuous models that can be differentiable. This shortcoming has led to the prosperity of several heuristic algorithms that are less computationally expensive, but do not need gradient information. This feature makes them more suitable and flexible for the optimisation problems described in this paper. A multi-objective mesh adaptive direct search method used by
Torres et al. [16] aims to minimise noise and Nitrogen Oxides (NO x ) emissions for departing aircraft. Yu et al. [17, 18] performed state parameterizations with Bernstein polynomials to discretise the noise impact optimisation for arrival trajectories with a genetic algorithm. Similarly, Hartjes and Visser [19] applied genetic algorithms to departure flight path planning for noise abatement and emission reduction. Ho-Huu et al. [20] explored evolutionary algorithms based on decomposition (MOEA/D) for noise abatement trajectories.
Thus, there is evidence that non-gradient algorithms are suitable for solving this category of optimisation problems. However, due to the large number of free parameters, there is a less optimistic view, because of the unfeasibly large number of function evaluations required. Moreover, with adding further environmental parameters or different noise attributes, an optimal solution cannot be selected from the solution set, unless further algorithms are introduced.
In this study, a trajectory optimisation framework based on non-gradient algorithms is developed. A new parameterisation method is implemented to discretise the flight dynamics equation on both vertical and lateral planes with a limited number of free parameters. Two posterior selection strategies based on aggregated preference function and monetisation approach respectively are applied to select the optimal solution within the Pareto solution set. The details of the problem formulation are explained in section 2, including the description of the multi-objective trajectory optimisation problems for environmental impacts minimization. The next two sections describe the proposed parameterization method with its implementation and the posterior selection strategies for the optimised solutions. Section 5 presents a numerical example of which results demonstrate the optimised departure trajectory from Manchester Airport. The aircraft flight mechanics, aerodynamics, propulsion and acoustic models used in this work are built based on the configuration of Airbus A320-211 with CFM56 engines.
Problem Formulation

Dynamics equations
A constrained trajectory optimisation problem is constructed with aircraft flight dynamics models, constraints of air traffic safety issues and cost functions of distinctive objectives. For the present scope, the aircraft is modelled as a rigid body with varying mass, aerodynamic, propulsive and gravitational forces. Some assumptions are made to simplify the problem: (1) flat and non-rotational Earth; (2) all forces acting on the aircraft through its centre of gravity; (3) zero angle between the engine thrust and the longitudinal axis of the aircraft; (4) small angle of attack α.
Thus, a 3 degrees-of-freedom flight dynamics model with a set of differential algebraic equations associated with a variable mass can be simplified as:
where the state variables consist of true airspeed V, flight path angle γ, heading angle χ, bank angle φ, and three dimensional location parameters of the aircraft: x, y, h. The net thrust F N , the angle of attack α to define aerodynamic forces, and the bank angle φ are the control variables. Other variables include the aerodynamics lift L, drag D and fuel flow rate f . To define the net thrust and the fuel flow rate, selected models based on FLIGHT [21] are introduced as:
where Ma is the Mach number, N 1 is the engine rpm with value range [70%,103%] for the departure phase. Similarly, the calculation of the aerodynamics coefficients C L and C D is achieved based on current flight state variables, the configuration of Airbus A320-211 and custom-defined atmosphere parameters.
Cost function
Different attributes of the trajectory such as flight duration, fuel burnt, noise and exhaust emissions can be set as the optimisation objectives. The noise indices, including effective perceived noise level (EPNL), sound exposure level (SEL), equivalent noise level (L AeqT ), maximum sound pressure level (SPL max ), maximum A-weighting sound level (L Amax ) and so on, can be obtained from the aircraft performance software FLIGHT [21] . Engine exhaust emissions can be calculated, such as carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NO x ) and other pollutants. Inputs required include trajectory data, as well as the engine performance data.
Constraints
Constraints that comply with the safety requirements are needed, as well as constraints normally required by air traffic control. First, there is neither descent nor deceleration during the departure:
Second, path constraints regarding to safety and air traffic management issues for velocity and altitude are:
h 0 < h ≤ 10, 000 ft (7) Third, the bank angle should be constrained:
where |φ| max is derived in the following section. To define the initial and final condition, the following boundary constraints are given:
where (x f , y f ) is chosen from the coordinates of the way-points where the aircraft leave the controlled airspace.
Segmentation and Parameterization
Decoupling of the Dynamics Equations
This section introduces the method implemented to discretise the trajectory. Some assumptions are introduced to decouple the three dimensional model on the two motion planes.
First, the force normal to the flight path in the vertical plane is assumed to be in equilibrium, which leads toγ = 0 in every time step. Therefore, the equation to obtain the lift coefficient is given as:
where ρ is the atmospheric density, S is the reference area. Then with a parabolic drag polar the drag force is derived: 
Horizontal plane: Previous parameterization and new Bézier curve
Among the horizontal track parameterization methods, way-points are usually used to define the departure routes.
The lateral tracks can be expressed by a series of way-points that construct the flight path between two desired positions. Two types of legs -track-to-a-fix (TF) leg and radius-to-a-fix (RF) legs -are preferred, which means the lateral trajectory is built with straight legs and constant radius turns [19, 22, 23] . Aside from way-points, trajectory models defined by spline interpolation have also been developed [24] , including multi-event simultaneous routes optimisation using rational Bézier curves [25] . Conventionally, the way point method is adopted for its easy implementation of the constraints from existing operational requirements and air traffic guidance, while the second category might put more pressure on the situational awareness of the pilots. However, with the development of the technology of today's navigation and guidance, a far more complex situation could be handled with the increased airspace complexity caused by optimised free flight routes. In this paper, a parameterization method using Bézier approximation curve is imposed to obtain the horizontal track with the potential of reducing the dimensions of the search space.
A Bézier curve is defined by a set of control points P 0 (x 0 , y 0 ) to P n (x n , y n ), where n is the order of the curve. There are two properties of the Bézier curve which make it suitable for the ground track construction. First, the section formed by connecting the first and the second control points is tangent to the curve at the first control point, and the section between the last and the penultimate control points is tangent to the curve at the last Bézier point. This feature allows users to control the tangential direction of the curve more easily by directly controlling the locations of the second and penultimate Bézier points. Moreover, since the two end-points are points of tangency of the first and last sections of the Bézier polygon, the curve can be split into two Bézier curves at any point and to be easily connected with another Bézier spline at any end point; this is suitable for piecewise ground path planning. Second, the convexhull of the Bézier polygon composed of control points would wrap around the Bézier curve (seen in Figure 1 ) . Given the population distribution around the airport, it is possible to approximate the flight corridor with the convex hull of the Bézier polygons within which the ground track would steer clear of the NSA. The curve is defined by:
where the polynomials
are known as Bernstein basis polynomials of degree n. P i are the coordinates of the control points and n i = n! i!(n−i)! is the Binomial coefficient. The radius of curvature R(τ) on the curve is:
The control variable bank angle φ can be derived as:
where the radius R can also be expressed as a function of speed V and load factor n
n = L mg is the load factor in steady level turns. Then the bank angle is constrained as |φ| ≤ |φ| (n max ) = tan −1 n 2 max − 1, n max = 1.10. Note that the positive sign of the bank angle represents turning right; the negative indicates turning left; this direction can be determined by the analysis of the direction vectors change along the curve defined in Eq.14.
Therefore, the control variable φ is explicitly controlled by the coordinates of the control points P i .
Vertical Segmentation
A segmented departure consists of climb and acceleration segments. In Figure 2 is one possible case with example parameter values. According to this flight sequence, two accelerations (i.e. AB and CD) and two constant-speed climbs (i.e. BC and DE) are taken into account. Focus will be on the parameters that describe the climb profile and their effect on the noise perceived at the NSA. Detailed explanation of the parameterization has been published in Ref. [26] . A description of each segment with the vertical free parameters is given in Table 2 . 
Segment
Description Free Parameters AB full trust acceleration while climbing
In summary, the 3D departure trajectory can be parameterised through two sets of free parameters: horizontal free parameters P horizontal to define the ground track and the vertical free parameters P vertical . Specifically, the parameter vector P horizontal includes the coordinates of the control points P i which can be derived from the control variable φ, and the parameter vector Table 2 for segmented movement of the aircraft in the vertical plane. Therefore, the control vector u = [N 1 , γ, φ] T can be fully discretized by P horizontal and P vertical which are later free parameters defined in the optimisation problem. Figure 3 displays the computational flow of solving the 3D flight dynamics model.
Function Optimisers
Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [28] has been widely used in optimisation problems due to its considerable performance in convergence speed. Revisions to extend the application of PSO from single objective optimisation to multi-objective optimisation have been developed, including strategies to determine the global and local optimal solution to lead the swarm, approaches to maintain the external archive to store, select and update current nondominated solutions, and methods to achieve a balance between exploration and exploitation [29] . Several multiobjective PSO models have been proposed; these include: weighted objective functions aggregated approaches [30] , lexicographic ordering approaches based on the importance of the objectives [31] , Pareto based approaches using the concept of Pareto dominance [32] [33] [34] [35] to select leaders, and combined approaches.
Two Pareto based approaches are used in the following sections. One is the Adaptive Grid (AG) multi-objective PSO, one of the most classic Pareto-based multi-objective PSO. This model applies adaptive grids and mutation operator to updates external archive and determine global best [36] . The other is the Pareto Entropy (PE) multi-objective PSO, designed to adjust towards exploration and exploitation according to the feedback from the current evolutionary environment. Based on the parallel cell coordinate system and information entropy of the current Pareto optimal solutions, the latter algorithm was proposed to evaluate the diversity of the swarm and its evolutionary environment. For more details, see Ref. [37] [38] [39] .
Posterior Selection Strategy
Instead of a single optimal solution, the result of Multi-Objective Optimisation Problem (MOP) is a set of Pareto optimal solutions. After obtaining the optimised solution set, it is not easy to define the criterion to select the best solution. The problem becomes more complex when multiple optimisers are used. In order to evaluate optimised solutions in intuitive and understandable methods, two posteriori selection strategies are introduced. The aggregated preference value function is built on the theory of physical programming [40] using the decision maker preferences.
The other strategy is established by monetising a range of objectives (e.g. fuel, noise level and pollutant emissions), which depends more on the environmental policies and their damage costs. Note that if more than one optimiser is used, the solution set is obtained as union of the results achieved from each of the optimisers.
Preference value function
A method to evaluate the various departure procedures using the decision maker's (DM) preferences is introduced in this section. First, the preference type of different objectives is defined. Subsequently, essential knowledge and concerns from the DM are translated into preference functions with separate ranges to identify the preference levels. Finally, an aggregated preference function is built to generate a single metric for evaluation. As a result, the optimal solution can be selected by comparing these preference values from the solution set. In this paper, all the concerned objectives can be categorized into one classical type; smaller is better, according to the theory of physical programming [40] .
Without loss of generality, for each criterion, there are N ranges to express each level of desirability towards the M criteria. Numerical values of the i th criterion f i (x) at the boundaries of these ranges are given as f k i (i = 1, ..., M; k = 0, 1, ..., N). The preference values are then ranked by their values in an ascending order, which means that the first has a highest desirability but with the smallest numerical value and the last is assigned the lowest desirability but with the largest numerical value. Usually the values to characterize the preferences mainly depend on the expertise of the DM.
A generic example of 5 desirability levels is described in Table 3 . 
In order to weigh the different criteria with a common metric, the same set of images α k , defining the preference value at the boundary of each preference range, is adopted to construct the preference function. The images α k at the boundaries f k i are calculated as:
The values of α k are dimensionless and are made of α ini and the number of objectives M. The variable α ini is set to be the same for all the objectives, and will be used to develop the preference functions with a piecewise exponential function [41] .
For the general k th range, f k−1 i < f i ≤ f k i , the preference function with order n is defined as:
Note that n is a user-defined parameter which the piecewise exponential function is not sensitive to in the solution obtained at the posterior selection process. Since p k = α k at the boundary f k i , then the coefficient β k and preference value function of this range can be derived as:
Therefore, the preference function for the i th criterion can be expressed as:
where 1 ≤ k ≤ N and p N (x) = α N . Finally, the decision-making process is to find the solution with the minimum V(x):
Monetisation Method
An alternative method to measure the impact of noise and emissions is to value the economic expenditure to weigh them with the same metric. This method is called monetisation. It might not be appropriate to integrate attributes in the phase of optimisation, but it would be an objective method to assess solutions obtained in the posterior phase.
(1) Cost of Aircraft Noise
One way to monetise the cost of aircraft noise is to quantify the noise impacts based on the potential harm exerted on the exposed population. Among all the local concerns of the residential communities, annoyance, sleep disturbance, and awakenings are crucial from both physical and psychological aspects. The American National Standard Institute (ANSI) has identified one method that predicts the probability of an individual noise event awakening a person as a result of the SEL alone [42] . P awakening,k = 1 1 + e −(−6.8884+0.04444 SEL indoor ) (25) where SEL indoor = SEL outdoor − 20.5dB.
However, monetising the effect of awakening is not easy. WHO has given disability weights to noise-induced annoyance, sleep disturbance and hypertension, but excluded awakening [43] . By using the value of the unit cost of noise protection for a population (UCNPP) [44] , which is widely-used for noise problems, the potential cost caused by aviation noise can be monetised. Then the total damage cost can be expressed as:
Cost of awakening = UCNPP k · P awakening,k · population k (26) where P awakening,k is the probability of awakening of people living in the k th noise sensitive zone enclosing a population of size population k . UCNPP is assigned the average total costs per person affected by noise prior to the implementation of noise reduction measures, which was discussed in the evaluation of Directive 2002/49/EC (the Environmental Noise Directive) [45] . The value of the case in Stuttgart Airport, which is A C5.66 (£4.39) per person, is set as the reference value of airports with annual operations ranging from 100,000 to 200,000.
(2) Cost of Exhaust Emissions A method to evaluate nitrogen oxides through the impact pathway and to estimate the damage cost as the discount in life years was provide by the UK Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs [46] . Due to the limitation of data, the NO x damage cost for average transport is used as the cost of NO x from aircraft flight operations, which is £25,252 per tonne at 2015 prices.
As for the cost of carbon dioxide emission, it is complex to give a price because this factor has dynamic long-term impacts on global environment. Carbon price, including the UK short-term traded carbon price, which is £4.13 at 2017
prices [47] , is more applicable for Government investment and financial estimates rather than evaluating the damage cost of one single flight event. In another aspect, the Social Cost of Carbon (SCC) reflects the economic cost of climate change caused by one additional tonne of carbon dioxide emitted, which is more closely linked to the effects on human health, including lifetime curtailment [48] . A study from Miyoshi applied this concept to evaluate the CO 2 damage cost produced by passengers on airport surface access in the case of Manchester Airport [49] . Recently, Nordhaus valued US SCC with an estimate of $31 per ton in 2010 USD [50] . This value is therefore employed as the reference of CO 2 damage cost in this study. Table 4 provides the damage costs of NO x and CO 2 with currency converted into 2015 GBP. Thus, the posterior selection is to choose the minimum economic costs of obtained optimised solutions, which is given in Eq. 27: £14.89
Case Study
To demonstrate the capability of the method proposed, we consider an Airbus 320-211 aircraft on a westbound departure from Manchester airport. Since there is a residential community near the end of runway 23R/05L in Knutsford, a UK gridded population based on the 2011 Census and the 2007 Land Cover Map [51] is introduced to estimate the exposure impacts by the aviation activities. The gridded population data based on the British National Grid (OSGB36 datum) has a 1 km by 1 km spatial resolution for each square cell. To simplify the problem, it is assumed that all the population enclosed in the grid cell are gathered in the geometric centre of it, so the noise impact on that grid cell will be estimated using the noise level (expressed in terms of SEL) received at that single point. The simplification is a compromise between accuracy and computational cost. Note that regular shapes of the grid cells can be altered (e.g. triangular cells, rectangular cells and hexagonal cells) [18] , but here only the squares are utilised. Based on the method proposed in section 3.2, the lateral track to be optimised is segmented into the initial straight leg and the following Bézier curve segment with one free control point (x c , y c ). Note that the flight path angle γ DE along the vertical profile DE is given a reference value 2.8 • from the existing routing, and a fixed control point is added to ensure that the final heading of aircraft is 155 • , which heads to SANBA at EGCC. The 3D trajectory is therefore fully described by 8 free parameters, and the original optimal control problem is discretised into a parameter optimisation problem. Table 5 gives the settings of the free parameters. The path constraints discussed in section 2.3 are added by applying penalty to the cost function.
Optimisers used in this study include GA [52] and multi-objective PSO, namely Adaptive-Grid (AG) and Pareto Entropy (PE) PSO mentioned in section 4. For the three optimisers, the population or swarm sizes are all set as 40, Table 6 are, respectively, set according to their original suggestions. In multi-objective PSO, the maximum capacity for the global archive is 100. The special parameters of GA are set according to [52] . The preliminary Pareto-optimal solutions obtained by the three optimisers are shown in Figure 5 with ground tracks presented in Figure 6 , Figure 7 and Figure 8 . From Figure 5 the GA has the largest size of solution set while PE has the least number of solutions. Optimised solutions obtained by AG and GA dominate quite a few of the solutions of PE after the same number of iterations. By comparing solution sets of GA and AG, it is found that both of the optimisers have solutions dominated by the other yet they in combination display a smoother Pareto front with gaps filled by solutions from the other set. Although the ones obtained by GA dominate more solutions obtained by AG, the fact that the AG reaches the extreme values of two objectives and reaches the closest point, namely Solution 3/4 designated by green numbers in Figure 8 , demonstrates a better potential of exploration and divergence than GA. To get these solutions, each of the three optimizers executed 800 evaluations to reach the stop condition. Note that for PSO-based algorithms, the calculation of cost functions is not executed if the solution is unfeasible. As a result, for the same total number of evaluations, the computation time of AG and PE are 67.67h and 67.98h respectively, which cut down 5.29% and 4.86% of the computational cost, compared with the time spent using NSGA-II.
Five representative solutions are selected from the Pareto-optimal solutions obtained by each optimizer for further analysis: Solution 1 stands for min(EPNL); Solution 2 represents the min(CO 2 ), and solutions 3 to 5 are the trajectories closest to the utopia point (i.e.(EPNL min ,CO 2min ), marked with a pentagram in Figure 5 , which are those of minimum preference value and minimum economic cost respectively. They are all indicated with coloured number in Figure 5 , 4) , is set to be an arithmetic sequence, which leads to the values displayed in Table 7 . From Figure 6 (a) to Figure 8 (a) , it can be gleaned that the three optimisers produce a scattered distribution of ground tracks. By analysing the distribution of the horizontal tracks, it can be found that the greater the horizontal distance between the aircraft and the ground receivers, the lower the noise level generated in the NSA. However, this is not always true because the influence that vertical movements put on noise levels also cannot be ignored. In the three sets of the lateral tracks, there are many tracks clustered close to the NSA, with similar even coincident ground tracks, yet very different corresponding optimal objective values. Further analysis indicates that the main difference reflects in their vertical profiles, which illustrates that there is a great optimisation potential in the operations of the vertical plane. More detailed comparison on the representative solutions shown in Figure 6 (b) to Figure 8 (b) is given in Table 8 , with the objectives and the results obtained from the posterior selection. with the blue track indicating Solution 1 and black track indicating Solution 3/4. As is shown in Figure 10 , the second trajectory causes much higher noise level on Knutsford, while the first one reduces the EPNL in the NSA with a decrease of more than 5 dB at the cost of +3.58% in CO 2 and +14.81% in NO x emissions.
The vertical profiles of the representative trajectories are presented in Figures 11-13 with altitude and airspeed profiles demonstrated. By comparing trajectories with minimum EPNL in Figures 11-13 , we find that in order to eliminate the EPNL in Knutsford, aircraft tend to fly at lower airspeed below 3,000 feet to cut down the noise source level. Note that this airspeed should not be too small, otherwise it would take the aircraft longer to climb, leading to a longer exposure time, higher SEL and more awakenings. This can be found in Table 8 , where even with a wider detour (black dash-dot line in Figure 7(b) ) and much lower speed (black dash-dot line in Figure 12 (b) ), the trajectory from AG still awakes more population (+12.63%) compared with the one obtained by GA in the same trajectory group 2. At 3,000 feet, if the horizontal distance is far enough from the ground residential community, an acceleration segment with larger acceleration will allow for a faster departure from the receiver without significantly increasing the noise impacts. On the contrary, if the aircraft is close to the ground receiver at the horizontal plane, a quicker level acceleration segment creates more noise than a slower acceleration.
A further comparison is made based on the objectives and the result obtained from posterior selection listed in Table 8 . It is noted that all the trajectories with minimum EPNL in each solution set turn out to be optimal based on the monetisation method too, according to Eq. 27. An analysis of the first group of trajectories shows that even for the trajectory with the least awakenings, the resulting economic cost calculated from Eq. 27 still occupies a total cost as high as 62.47%. This shows that it is the high pricing of UCNPP that makes the number of awakenings a decisive factor in the application of the monetisation method. Second, the result shows that the optimal solutions obtained from the minimum preference value tend to be the same as those closest to the utopia point for both PE and AG. It is due to the theoretical difference of these two posterior methods that makes this phenomenon a coincidence, not a conclusion: the preference value function method is highly dependent on the classification of preference levels identified by DM; identification of the closest trajectory from the utopia point is made without the anthropic factor. 
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Finally, by comparing the awakenings of each solutions in group 1 (e.g. min(EPNL)) in Table 8 and the correspondent ground tracks, a detour around Knutsford can result in a decrease of awakenings, but not always in EPNL as well.
With a posterior evaluation of the Pareto solution sets, the Solution 1/5 of PE is selected by the monetisation method, and Solution 3/4 of AG is selected by the preference function value method.
Conclusions
This paper presented an optimisation method using non-gradient algorithms for departure trajectory of commercial aircraft, aiming at minimizing multiple environmental impacts on local communities around the airport. A parameterization method is conducted to discretise the dynamics models on both the vertical and lateral planes. Two posterior selection methods are introduced and built to identify the optimal solution of the multi-objective problem. The proposed method is tested in the departure scenario with multiple environmental objectives considered.
In the case shown, a departure trajectory of a commercial aircraft is optimised minimizing multiple objectives. The comparison between three non-gradient methods indicates that multi-disciplinary PSO have inherent advantage in fast convergence yet are not as good as GA in achieving smooth and well distributed Pareto solution set. When solving this kind of multi-objective optimisation problem, it turns out to be wise to apply not only one method. As for the results of trajectory optimisation, it shows that below 3,000 feet, a lower climb target speed for the initial acceleration and constant speed climb is preferred to obtain a quieter departure. Beyond 3,000 feet, a lower airspeed has less impact on noise level, yet it has the potential to reduce the cost of fuel burn and emissions. It is also concluded that a detour is to some extent an effective option to avoid causing high noise level, but only with the flying range limited and with an appropriate airspeed. This is because flying a longer range at a lower airspeed means noise exposure time is increased and more sound energy received, which adds to the risk of awakening. This also has a negative effect on emission cost criterion because there is a direct link between flight duration and a growing amount of jet fuel consumption as well as emissions.
As for the posterior selection method, efforts have been made to monetise the concerned environmental impacts yet it has turned out that the result depends much on the unit pricing. Unlike carbon and nitrogen oxides emissions, monetising impacts of aviation noise can be controversial where there still exists debate around the suitability of effectiveness of the monetisation method established. Compared with monetisation, it has been found that the preference value function method is more applicable with the DM knowledge introduced to guide the decision making process. To overcome the drawback of the monetisation method, there is a need for other authoritative and sophisticated methodologies to monetise aviation noise impact on the basis of flight operations.
